SAFELY STORED
C-TEC’s XFP safeguards prestigious new store

C-TEC’s XFP fire alarm panel has been installed at
a prestigious new food store in Lytham, owned by
leading regional retailer, Booths.
As Booths’ newest and most impressive store yet,
Lytham covers two floors and boasts an extensive
range of quality food including a fabulous
delicatessen and a tempting selection of wine.
Connecting to a vast range of Apollo XP95
detection devices selected specifically for their
flexibility and dependability aligned with C- TEC
manufactured loop powered base sounders, the

compliant with EN54 Parts 2 & 4, have been

XFP ensures the safety of the public and

extensively tested by the Loss Prevention

protection of the buildings at the luxurious new

Certification Board and meet the relevant parts of

shopping development.

the Construction Products Directive.

Comments Nigel Thomas of Solid State, the

Established in 1847, Booths is an award winning

company which installed the system: “We chose C-

independently and family owned food store chain

TEC’s XFP due to the fact that it is very cost-

with 26 stores throughout the north of England. It

effective yet incredibly powerful. The panel’s

is currently celebrating after winning a top award

flexibility was also key to specification as the open

at the International Wine Challenge Awards, the

protocol nature of the system means that it can

biggest annual event in the wine world.

always be interfaced with other equipment such
as additional security alarms, CCTV and disability
aids at a later date if required”.
Now third-party approved by the LPCB and
meeting all relevant parts of the Construction
Products Directive, C-TEC’s entire range of XFP
analogue addressable fire alarm panels are very
cost-effective and have attained third-party LPCB
approval demonstrating that all versions are fully
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